Recently, flash memory(in particular, NAND) is being rapidly deployed as data storage for mobile platforms such as PDAs, MP3 players, mobile phones and digital cameras, mainly because of its many advantages over its competitor, hard disk, including its low electronic power, non-volatile storage, high performance, physical stability, smaller size, light weight, and portability. Considering its rapid technical improvement both in capacity and speed, it will have a competitive advantage over its rivalry minidrive (i.e. a small size hard disk) under 100 Gbytes within a few years, As the applications in next generation mobile platforms become large, complex, and more data-oriented, they requires the database technology, because the file interface is too complex to manage their complicated data requirements. However, flash memory, compared to hard disk, has a few unique characteristics, and thus the traditional disk-based database technology does not seem to go well with flash memory. Therefore, we need to revisit almost every aspect of DBMS implementation techniques from the perspectives of flash memory. In this paper, we introduce the technical characteristics of flash memory, which we think might have huge impact on database performance to database community that are 1) no-overwrite (erase-before-write paradigm), 2) asymmetric read and write speed, and 3) no seek or rotation time. These small differences necessitate us to revisit all the major DBMS modules which have evolved over the several decades. Based on the characteristics, we identify several key issues in implementing major DBMS modules, and suggest alternative approaches to solve the issues. The topics covered in this article are neither comprehensive nor in-depth, but the main goal of this article is just to issue that a practical and urgent research topic is ahead and it poses us many challenges and opportunities.
INTRODUCTION
Recently, flash memory is being rapidly deployed as data storage for mobile devices such as PDAs, MP3 players, mobile phones and digital cameras, mainly because of its many advantages over its competitor, hard disk, including its low electronic power, high performance, physical stability, smaller size, light weight, and portability. In particular, Apple, for its popular MP3 player iPod, is known to have made long-term supply agreement with major flash memory vendors including Intel, Samsung, and Toshiba. Many market experts expect that this trend will be accelerated for the next years [1] .
Flash memory is a type of EEPROM (electronically erasable programmable read only memory) and it is a non-volatile memory which was originally intended to replace the hard disk when developed by Toshiba [9] . The term "flash" in flash memory means that it can writes a sector of data (512 or 2024 bytes, also called as a page) or erase blocks of multiple pages (usually, 16 or 32 sectors) simultaneously in one action, in contrast to the byteby-byte EEPROM, which made one of the developers of flash memory imagine the Flash of a camera. At the moment of flash memory development, however, no one could have imagined that it would be used in digital cameras as today.
The flash memory can be divided into two types that are NOR and NAND. In general, NOR flash which was developed by Intel is a random-access device, like RAM, that is directly addressable by the processor so that it is known to be good for program code execution. Meanwhile, NAND flash is not directly addressable and is controlled using an indirect disk I/O-like interface, and thus is mainly used for data storage. For the last decades, the NOR flash had dominated the market of flash memory. Due to the explosive requirements for large data storage media in mobile hand-held device, however, the revenue of NAND flash memory has recently surpassed that of NOR. In particular, even in the mobile phone where various complex applications with relatively small data are running and thus NOR flash memory has Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, or republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. traditionally been adopted as the second storage, NAND flash will dominate. For example, Samsung recently launched a mobile phone with its 4G NAND flash memory. Moreover, taking the NAND flash technology to the limit, Samsung announced its 32 Gbytes solid-state disk(SSD), a NAND flash-memory based replacement for hard-disk drives, targeting the next generation laptop computer storage market, and the company expects that it will launch flash-based commercial laptop computer late 2006 and the market share of flash-based laptops will reach 20 to 30% in 2010 [3] . For this reason, we focus on NAND flash memory in this paper.
In fact, the strongest rivalry of NAND flash memory is a small size hard disk for mobile device, called minidrive. In particular, according to a recent article [1] , the flash memory will win over the minidrive because of its higher storage density. In fact, the minidrive is said to reach its maximum density, meanwhile the flash memory is expected to nearly double its capacity every year for the coming few years. From the perspective of price per Mbyte, NAND flash memory is currently expensive than minidrive. However, the price per Mbyte of flash memory continues to drop nearly 50% every year. In other word, the density doubles every year, and this trend is expected to continue for the coming five years [2] . Besides this pure capacity per price economics, special type of military applications which are embedded in mobile military equipments such as tank and air flight will definitely prefer flash memory as its storage media because of its environmental requirements, e.g. resistance to shock and heat, despite the high cost of flash memory. Another advantage of the flash memory comes from the fact that it is electronic device, differently from the hard disk which includes mechanical part, disk head and arm movement. This advantage frees the flash memory from the time-consuming seek and rotational time. Even in high-end applications, flash memory can be arrayed together to offer capacity comparable to that of hard drives at higher speeds. In summary, we can expect that flash memory will dominate the storage market at least in next generation mobile computing devices.
At this point, we need to consider why the database functionality is necessary in flash memory based mobile platform. According to some software vendors for hand-held market [4] [5][6], today's mobile devices are experiencing explosive code growth and becoming more computer like, and as such, they must handle complex data (that is, SQL-like interface) and keep it safe and consistent, even if encountering power-outage at any unexpected time (that is, ACID-like transactional features). Moreover, in order to launch their brand-new products very quickly in a very competitive market, vendors of embedded application devices (in particular, 3rd generation smart phone) should be able to develop and test their products easily. But, with the file-based approach, the development and testing are very time consuming. Therefore, they need to turn to SQL-based embedded DBMS [5] [6] . That is, the productivity of application development is a critical issue in embedded applications. As Jim Gray recently says that most hand held devices like Phones, PDAs, and Cameras has a kind of small databases, and will adopt a simple-but complete DBMS. Therefore, flash memory database platform is very urgent. This paper introduces research issues in next generation DBMS for mobile platforms. The remainder of this article is organized as follows. Section 2 briefly introduces the characteristics of flash memory, in particular, in comparison to hard-disks, and also explains the key technical differences between flash memory and hard-disk from the perspective of DBMS implementations. Based on these observations, Section 3 revisits major issues in implementing DBMS on NAND flash memory.
FLASH MEMORY AND ITS IMPACT ON DBMS TECHNIQUES

Overview of NAND Flash Memory Technology
This section introduces the logical structure and basic operations of NAND flash memory. Due th the space limitation, we could not explain this issue in depth, and thus for more in-depth discussion of internals of flash memory, please refer to [9] .
There are only three basic operations in a NAND flash that are page read, page write, and block erase operation. The read and write operation are considered as similar to that of hard-disk. The unit of read and write is sector. The command of read or write specifies (chip#, block#, sector#), where chip# is the flash chip number, block# the block number in the device, and sector# the page number in the block.
However, flash memory suffers from the write bandwidth problem. A write operation (300μs) is slower than a read operation (30μs) by an order of magnitude, and this is mainly due to the hardware characteristic of flash memory itself. To be worse, unlikely a hard disk which allows overwriting a sector, flash memory does not allow overwrite. Therefore, a costly erase operation should precede a write operation in flash memory if the sector to be written is already occupied. Please note that a write operation is performed in a sector unit, while an erase operation only in a block unit. These inherent characteristics of flash memory reduce write bandwidth, which is the performance bottleneck in flash-based mobile devices.
At this point, the readers might wonder that if the flash memory replaces the hard disk, we could just use the traditional DBMS code base for hard disks. Why do we need to develop flash-aware DBMS? In particular, operating systems and file systems can insulate the specific type of storage media, and thus we can build DBMS on top of the file interfaces without knowing the details of storage media. In fact, as we said, flash memory was originally invented to replace hard disk so that its basic unit of I/O is a 512-bytes sector, as in hard disk.
Key Differences from Hard Disk
Here, we describe the three key differences between NAND flash memory and hard disk, listed below. (These listings are not comprehensive, but we think they are major differences.) Then, what is the impact of these characteristics on the implementation of DBMS. At a first glance, these small differences might not seem to have much effect. However, if we remind the small difference between magnetic tape and magnetic hard disk, i.e. random access, we come to imagine that these unique characteristics of NAND flash memory might have huge effects on the storage components of system software including operating system, file systems, and DBMSs.
Because of these differences, the traditional database management techniques assuming magnetic disks as the secondary storage media, are not always appropriate for NAND flash, and in particular might have huge negative impacts on database performance.
No overwrite : One disadvantage of flash memory is that prewritten data cannot be dynamically overwritten. Before overwriting prewritten data, a time consuming erase operation on the used blocks must precede, which significantly degrades the overall write performance of flash memory. However, all the traditional database management techniques, assuming hard disk as the secondary storage media, enjoy the overwriting. For example, either a data block or an index block consists of a header(a kind of meta-data) and a set of record(or index), and thus, whenever a record or an index entry is inserted, deleted, and update, the meta-data need to be also updated. When the block is replaced from the buffer, it overwrites its corresponding physical block in the disk. However, with the flash memory, we should erase the block before overwrite. Almost every block write will cause the erase-before-write with the current disk-based database algorithms. Thus, in order to soften the limitation of "erasebefore-write", we need to transform all the traditional DBMS techniques so that they minimize the number of erase operations.
Asymmetric read and write speed : Every system software using the hard disk have an implicit assumption that the speed of read and write operations are exactly the same. For example query optimizers cost the read and write operation of a data block equally. Almost every buffer manager (either in OS or DB) assumes that the cost of read and write operations is same. However, the flash memory will be historically the first, serious storage media in memory hierarchy which has asymmetric read and write speed. All the current components of memory hierarchy have the same speed of read and write operations (e.g. CPU register, CPU cache, SRAM, DRAM, and hard-disk). The reason why the speed of read and write operations is different is because it takes longer than reading the cell status to inject the charge into cell, till having the stable status. Consequently, there is little work on the principle and algorithms on storage media with asymmetric speed of read and write operations. As we will visit later, from the perspective of DBMS implementation, this property will make us to re-think many techniques from the scratch.
No mechanical seek time : NAND flash memory is pure electronic device without any mechanical moving part such as disk arm and disk heads in hard-disk. Thus, the NAND flash memory guarantee uniform random access speed for every sector data. (One interesting point is that if we review the progress of the secondary storage media historically, the magnetic tape is purely sequential, the hard disk comes with random accesses with nonuniform access speed, and finally the flash memory comes with uniform random access to any data object. ) With the hard disk, because the seek and rotational time are much higher than the transfer time in reading or writing a block(or sector), the system software, including OS and DBMS, usually takes the approach of large block size. And this trend will continue because the relative gap between performance in improvements in each component is getting larger [7] However, the time to read and write data in flash memory is, because of its the uniform random access, linearly proportional to the number of data blocks(or sectors), irrelevant to the physical locations of the items in flash memory. Consequently, this property allows us to take small-size unit of I/O with no compromise for the performance.
IMPLEMENTATION TECHNIQUES FOR FLASH MEMORY DBMS
In this section, we discuss the major DBMS implementation techniques impacted by the unique characteristics of flash its historical backgrounds and assumptions. We then describe what characteristics of flash memory violate those assumptions, thus resulting in what types of performance problems. Finally, in order to overcome those problems, we discuss the relevant recent research or propose some new alternatives. The following techniques are to be covered in this section, but the list is not supposed to be comprehensive, rather to issue there are many important conceptual issues in flash memory based DBMS. issue in flash file system is about how to deal efficiently with the pattern of small random writes which mainly results from managing meta data such as FAT(File Allocation Area) [8] . In fact, the small random overwrites for managing meta data cause most of the erase operations in flash file system. To be worse in flashbased DBMS, a data block(also an index block) usually consists of a small area of head structure and record area, meta data is ubiquitous in traditional DBMS implementation. Thus, any record update, including insert, delete, and updates, will also accompany the change in the meta data of header structure. Thus, the current form of page layout will incur overhead for updating many small random update for the header structure, thus leading to poor performance. Again, we can drastically change the structure of page layout, which can prevent the small random writes for the meta-data, which in turn cost some other overhead for pointer chasing through record identifier. But, taking into account the fast read, we can achieve some compromise between read and write time. In this respect, the work of Postgres storage manager [14] is most relevant., where no record is overwritten and every update is turned into delta-record insertion.
Units of IO :
Either in OS or DBMS, the unit of IOs is a block, and as the dramatic advances, including main memory size, CPU power, and IO bandwidth, are made according to the Moore's law, the size of IO unit has continuously increased. For example, the default block size is 16K and in some read-intensive applications such as data warehouse, they recommend up to 64K block. This trend of large IO unit can be explained mainly in two reasons: to prefetch (spatially) clustered data and to efficiently support large sequential reads, e.g. full table scan in database. (or in other words, the current size of IO block is an economically compromised balance among the prefetch effect, viable RAM cost, and the seek and latency overhead of hard-disk, in a rule of thumb manner. However, in flash-based system, this assumption does not make any sense. First, considering the fast read time, we could not expect much performance gain from the prefetch effect of large block. Instead, the large block size has the negative effect that the not-to-be-used data can waste the buffer space. To be more worse, any small update in large block will result in overwrites, and in turn this large overwrite will yield many expensive erase operations. Please note that the large overwrite is not such an issue in hard disk. Because of this reason, we need to investigate the optimal size of IO unit in flash-based DBMS.
Buffer management : As noted previously, flash memory has the asymmetry in the speed of read and write operations, which is unusual in the traditional memory hierarchy of modern computer architecture. By the way, many buffer replacement algorithms in operation system and databases, including LRU, assume that the speed of two operations are nearly same, which is true in hard disk. On flash memory, however, the "buffer hit ratio" metric could not play its role as performance indicator anymore, which is meaningful only when two operations are in the same speed. Up to now, there has not been any work on buffer replacement taking into account the asymmetry of read and write operations. However, we need to investigate a new buffer replacement scheme which considers the asymmetry and in addition the extra erase operations resulting from write operations. One na¨ıve guide for this scheme can be stated as follows: "it can reduce the number of expensive writes and erases at the expense of some extra inexpensive read operations." Also, we need a new metric for the scheme, similar to 'buffer hit ratio' for its efficiency. For the maximum performance, the scheme should pursue high throughput, rather than fast response time of each program.
Data clustering :
The assumption in the traditional data clustering techniques is that by clustering the related data objects to be accessed simultaneously in the same physical block, we can improve the performance, mainly because of the prefetch effect which can reduce the number of IO operations. In this respect, the traditional clustering techniques are read-oriented. However, the effect of this prefetch is significantly reduced in flash memory because of its fast read time. Instead, considering relatively slow speed of write and erase operations, the flash memory need to investigate write-oriented clustering technique, that is, to locate the data objects to be written at the same physical block (hopefully at the same physical sector). As far as we know, almost traditional data clustering techniques is read-oriented [11] . For better write and erase performance we need to shift from readoriented clustering to write-oriented one. Of course, the new clustering scheme might require performance degradation in read performance.
Query Processing : On query processing and optimization, all the three characteristics of flash memory, that is, asymmetric read and write time and no seek or latency time, have huge impact. Usually in disk-based DBMS, hash join and sort merge join outperforms the nested loop join. And this is attributable to two observations: 1) the speed of read and write operations are same, 2) there is a sufficient RAM to complete hash or sort merge join in a reasonable speed. However, with flash memory where the cost of write is larger than that of read in an order of magnitude, this assumption does not work anymore. Both sort merge and hash join requires some write operations to secondary storage when the data could not fit in the allocated RAM for sorting or hashing. If we consider the limited resource of hand held devices, the both algorithms will result in many external writes, thus performing poorly. In contrast, nested loop join work only in read only mode, and in case an index exists for the inner table, indexed nested loop will be good alternative because the data fetch through index in flash memory is more favorable than hard disk because of no seek or latency time.
Transaction processing : Concurrency control and recovery are two key issues in transaction processing. Let us explain how can we tackle these issues in flash memory based DBMS. Recently, for concurrency control, many researchers pay attention to the snapshot isolation [12] [13] . Under this model, we need to maintain several copies of a same data version in order to answer queries which require different snapshot values at different time point. This concurrency control model can be efficiently supported in flash memory if we exploit the no-in-place update characteristics of flash memory. For recovery, in order to replace the traditional log-based recovery mechanism, we can exploit that there might exist several versions of a data object, and also can change the traditional paradigm of logging and recovery. However, we can not manage all the historical copies in flash memory, and thus, in combination with the check point technique, we need to guarantee the consistency of data even when a database fails. Interestingly, the Postgres approach is very similar to the basic idea of recovery we explained [14] , in that the storage manager of Postgres adopted a fundamentally different storage system in which no data is ever overwritten; rather all updates are turned into insertions, without using a conventional write ahead log (WAL).
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we introduced the issues in flash memory based DBMS for next generation mobile platform, and explained its key technical characteristics relevant to DBMS implementation in comparison to hard disk. Based on these observations, we showed that there might be many research issues to be solved in flashbased DBMS and in some cases, we provide a promising guide for the solution. In summary, we strongly believe that the current disk-based DBMS techniques do not fit the flash memory, and we should revisit all the relevant technical issues from the scratch. As well as many fruitful research issues on flash memory, we think that the flash-based DBMS is very promising from the perspectives of market needs.
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